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At RIVA, we are proud to be part of a four-generation 
family business. With our extensive experience in wood 
over eighty years, we are confident to present new 
collections in the RIVA Tile category that includes 
wooden-tile, marble, stone and cement.  We are 
committed to delivering high-quality products with 
exquisite designs and excellent quality.
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Borja Iglesias | RIVA CEO 
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Our passion for innovation, coupled 
with our commitment to craftsmanship 
and our clientele, has led us to expand 
our offerings into new categories. We 
are now proud to offer elegant and 
timeless surfaces that will stand the test 
of time and enhance the beauty of any 
space they inhabit.

ELEGANT
FLOORS
for your indoor and 
outdoor spaces
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Size
10” x 60“

Grade
Select

Construction
Porcelain Tile

Size
24” x 48“

Finish
Polished and Matte

Construction
Full body rectified 
porcelain marble24” x 48“

Format

Format

10
” 

x 
60

“

24” x 48“

Format

Size
24” x 48“

Finish
All-In-One

Construction
Full body rectified 
porcelain stone

Size
36” x 36“

Finish
All-In-One

Construction
Full body rectified 
porcelain cement36” x 36“

Format



RIVA Tile is the perfect addition to your natural wood 
flooring, an exact match in color and width to RIVA MAX.

Available in:
Size: 10” x 60”
7 colors I  Select grade
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 RIVA Tile / Color: Crystal



Color: Earth / Collection: RIVA Tile / Project: Bay Colony / 
Location: Naples, Florida / Photo credits: Darren Miles.   
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Enjoy select wood in your indoor and 
outdoor spaces with our matching 
collections. Use RIVA Tile in connection 
to RIVA MAX collection and create 
seamless spaces without worrying 
about external elements.

PERFECT 
MATCHING

 RIVA MAX / Color: Crystal  RIVA Tile / Color: Crystal



PEARL
in wood

PEARL
in tile



P E A R L

Inspired by the only gem born from a living creature, RIVA 
Pearl honors both the connection to organic life as well as the 
cool tone and luster of its namesake: This bright and ethereal 
color provides a lush palette that will bring next-level 
elegance and peaceful vibes to any modern design.



Versatility. Comfort. Texture. Natural beauty. There are many 
reasons why this popular spun fiber is a perfect symbolic 
match for RIVA Cotton, but the color is its own centering 
work of art, too: This light and breezy hue will bring style and 
a bit of time immemorial to whatever space it graces.

C O T T O N



Inspired by the beautiful minerals that can provide us powerful 
new perspectives on the world around us, RIVA Crystal similarly 
channels light, texture, and character into an irreplicable 
expanse of diverse-yet-interconnected majesty.C R Y S T A L



This hue is not only a tapestry of the waves of diverse colors 
and designs resembling the unique patterns nature renders 
across her beaches but also, like those same sandy shores, 
calls to us on an elemental level, urging us to place our bare 
feet down and take a long and leisurely walk across its 
grounding and lovely surface.S A N D
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Where there’s RIVA Smoke there’s fire. Fire design, that is: This 
intriguing and multidimensional hue is a playful yin-and-yang dance 
between light and dark, never going too far in either direction, but, 
rather, teasing out the most beautiful, elegant elements of both ends of 
the spectrum to create a palette that makes a statement while setting 
the stage for any diverse design your imagination can dream up.S M O K E



This hue pays homage to humanity’s shared, life-sustaining 
home with an intricate and refined board that nonetheless 
retains its inherent connection to the fecund and miraculous 
natural world from which it sprouted.E A R T H



RIVA Amber is a timeless marvel: A hue that is recognizably 
classic but also exalted to a completely new and singular 
level of elegance, and primed to add a completely new 
dimension of style and substance to a myriad of designs.A M B E R



RIVA Marble will elevate your design to its 
highest potential. A classy white marble design 
accented with elegant gold veins.

Available in:
Size: 24” x 48”
1 color I  Matte and polished finish
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 RIVA Tile Marble / Color: Gold



This tastefully gilded white marble is a revelatory conversation 
piece all on its own and a dazzling foundation which cannot 
help but transform even a fantastic design to one that is 
unforgettable.G O L D



RIVA Stone collection stands out for its soothing 
and classical tones. The All-in-One technology 
ensures your smooth stone-covered areas remain 
slip-free as they turn coarse when in contact with 
water.

Available in:
Size: 24” x 48”
4 colors I  All-in-One finish
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 RIVA Tile Stone / Color: Ivory



Inspired by the smooth and shimmering fabric prized for 
more than 10,000 years, RIVA Silk is a fitting tribute, indeed: 
This bright, nuanced interplay of snowy whites and light 
grays reaches the pinnacle where majestic elegance and 
timeless beauty meet.S I L K
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In the wild, a glimpse of the sleek textured light gray skin of a 
large fish is as beguiling as it is fleeting: RIVA Mako captures 
this tone—a beauty that is both of nature and a complement 
to it—and creates an enduring palette to ground and 
illuminate your most imaginative design.M A K O



Embodying the spirit of the material from which the sculptors 
of virtually every great ancient empire chose to fashion icons 
and artistry, RIVA Ivory place centuries of sophistication and 
splendor beneath your feet: This tapestry of lush 
light-infused grays immortalized in stone is a homage to the 
past that is very much geared to the future.I V O R Y



To name a color after the Roman goddess said to be the 
divine embodiment of the moon is to set a quite lofty goal: 
RIVA Luna is up to the challenge, however, marrying rich 
lunarscape grays to full moon luminosity that will turn 
marveling gazes from the nighttime sky to the foundation of 
your design.L U N A



RIVA  Cement  collection  provides  modern  
minimalism  to  your  residential  and commercial 
projects. Highly resistant, it is a versatile solution 
for any indoor or outdoor space thanks to its 
innovative All-in-One technology that will turn 
the soft surface into coarse as it encounters 
water.

Available in:
Size: 36” x 36”
4 colors I  All-in-One finish
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 RIVA Tile Cement / Color: Orca



More a celebration of the famed mollusk’s most revered 
export than the shell itself, the pearl surface of RIVA Oyster 
provides a bright expanse of elegance dappled with subtle 
shadings that ensures the delicate allure and peace.

O Y S T E R



Named after modest but powerful waterfalls, RIVA Cascade 
create a similarly potent and dynamic effect: These flowing 
grays will create a basin of refinement, grace, and grandeur 
across which the rest of your design can tranquilly sail.C A S C A D E



Seeking a flooring option that will guide your design vision 
safely into homeport? RIVA Beacon shines a proverbial light: 
These rich grays draw attention, pointing the way for those 
creators and builders who are leaders not followers.

B E A C O N



The iconic and awe-inspiring inspiration behind RIVA Orca is 
not a whale at all, killer or otherwise, but, rather, the largest 
member of the dolphin family: This rich gray palette, 
similarly, is majestic and multilayered—the supreme version 
of its kind; impressive, smart, savvy, and full of unforgettable 
vitality.O R C A



CERTIFICATIONS
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SGS. Our products have been evaluated and 
verified according to the requirements of 
ISO 14021:2016 Environmental Labels and 
Declarations.

All-in-One. Anti-slip softness in your indoor 
and outdoor spaces.

DCOF 0.70. The dynamic coefficient of 
friction identifies suitable applications for 
a floor product. When it comes to tile, 
DCOF is a main consideration, especially 
for areas that may be exposed to water, oil, 
or grease. ANSI A137.1 requires tile 
flooring products to have a DCOF of 0.42 
or greater.

DCOF 0.70
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